Cerebral Venous Collagen Remodeling in a Modified White Matter Lesions Animal Model.
To mimic the expected pathological changes of white matter lesions (WMLs) and increase the stability, we applied modified two-vessel occlusion (modified 2VO) (1-week interval bilateral carotid artery occlusion) in stroke-prone renovascular hypertensive rats (RHRSP) and established a modified WMLs model (RHRSP/modified 2VO) that compared their phenotypes with RHRSP and sham-operated rats. In addition, we tried to differentiate small veins from small arteries through the presence of smooth muscle to study the pathological changes of small veins detailed in the model. RHRSP/modified 2VO rats showed higher stability and more extensive white matter damage without an obvious increase in mortality rate at 12 weeks after the modified 2VO operation compared to RHRSP rats. RHRSP/modified 2VO rats showed more severe small venous collagen deposition than RHRSP rats, and the majority of the deposition was collagen I and IV rather than collagen III. In addition, RHRSP/modified 2VO rats possessed cognitive impairment, mild wall thickness and blood-brain barrier disruption. Our findings suggest that the modified WMLs model (RHRSP/modified 2VO) mimics cognitive impairment and small vessel pathological changes similar to WMLs in humans. Differentiating small veins from small arteries through smooth muscle is feasible, and marked small venous deposition may play an important role in the hypertensive white matter lesions.